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Subject Comment
Number of 

comments

Please tell us about things you think the school does well.

Learning and 

Teaching. I think we get taught well and we get help when we need it.

The school is good at making school work fun.

The school gives us a good education.

They encourage pupils to work hard.

Everything about the school is good.

Learning in the school is good.

Makes us smart.

Teaching and explaining.

They give you a good education

The School does well with everything

I Think The School Does Amazing At Everything!!!

Makes learning fun.

49

Ethos - Helping
Help children when they are stuck on there work all so the staff  are kind and helpful.

They are always kind in school.

I think the school does well at giving people help when they need it.

Making sure people have someone to play with and encouraging people to do the best they can do. 

They help us stay in any situation.

pupils and teachers do well at caring for one and other.

I can help when I need it.

23

Safety
Fire drills.

If a lockdown goes off you would have to go under the table. 

The school makes you feel safe and the school helps you have a good learning time at school.

They make sure no one gets hurt.

Making sure the children are safe like we have fire drill, lockdown drills and assembly's to talk about how the 

schools getting on.

Making sure the is no rough play and that people don't each hurt each other.

23

Staff The staff are nice and we can learn a lot and most  of us feel safe.

The teachers are nice to students and they don't have a favourite.

The teachers are always nice and always make me feel better. 

I think they make some of the lessons fun.   

That teachers are kind helpful and respectful.

18

Ethos - Respect 

and Inclusion
The school listens to our ideas and don't ignore us. 

My school includes me.

My school includes everyone in everything.

The school respect each pupil equally.

I think that the school is a very friendly place.

16

Maths Maths 16

PE PE

Daily Mile

Dodgeball.

10

Lang Language.

Good spelling.

Good writing.

8

Behaviour Deals with bullies well and treats us fairly.

It stops bullying.

Kids get fair punishments.

Children share things.

5

Lang Reading. 5

Library They have good books in library.

Great books in the library.
5

Health Helping me make good choices. 4

Achievements I like pupil of the month even though I have never got it.

I like how the school does certificates and pupil of the month as well.
2

Assemblies I think it is good that we have lots of assemblies from classes. 2

Dinners The school has lovely food. 2

ICT ICT 2

Playground Keeping the playground tidy and making new activities. 2

Visits School trips.

Outdoor activities.
2

After-School Clubs

After school club and school football
1

Christmas Christmas 1

Concerts We do good concerts.

Teachers have really good ideas  for shows.
1

Homework Homework. 1
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Please tell us about any changes or things the school can do better.

Playground 

Equipment
They should have more things for people to play on. 29

Behaviour Try and make sure there is no bullies.

Not talk as much when you are working.

Be a bit more stricter on behavior even if people cannot help it.

Give the children a better consequence if they hurt other people's feelings. 

Just be kind.

Some teachers need a wee bit more respect.

13

Dinners Keeping the lunch hall clean so classes can do PE without having food on their shoes.

In the dinner hall they should make the floor not sticky because sometimes it is sticky. 

I think the dinner ladies should be more happy and not making us eat what we don't want to.

I think the dinner ladies could be a bit more organized with the food because lots of people don't get 

what they ordered.

Make the dinners nicer.

I think they need to put more vegetables in their soup. The food is good.

A bigger menu variety such as vegan items for vegans because everyone doesn't like that much meat.

Bigger portions at the school dinners and recycling bins for all the plastic we WASTE!

13

PE Give us more time to do the mile.

More PE time.

I think it could do better by encouraging more people to do more sports.

Better PE Equipment.

11

Cleaning I think the cleaning should be sorted because the toilets are too rank and disgusting.

I think the school could do better with cleaning.

Keep stuff a bit more tidy.

7

LItter I think you school could get better at putting our own rubbish in the bin 7

Maths Give us harder maths.

Get easier maths.

In maths, explain fully why we have to do this. Not just do this, because it's the way it is.

7

Reading Better reading books. 6

ICT Making sure that the laptops are on charge.

Better computers.

4

Playground 

Behaviour
Maybe staff can keep an eye on what people are doing with the playground games.

Try make staff not teachers more interested in helping pupils with friend wise situations and if they fall 

over and hurt themselves.

Staff to say more than stay away from them when you get bullied.

Make the staff move around the playground.

4

Learning and 

Teaching
Make work more easy.

Make work more fun.

The teachers could maybe help the students out with they're work a bit more since some of the 

students might not get the work that's happening so they need a bit more help at it instead of struggling.

3

Library Keeping books safe so don't get damaged.

The way the books are put back in the library.

More books by Cressida Cowel.

3

Class Resources More class toys.

More Golden Time games.

3

After-School 

Clubs.
I think that school could do more after-school sports. 2

Events They can try to hold more fun events such as Red Nose Day.

More celebrations on special days.

2

Music Get more music instruments. 2

Property Better locks on the toliets.

In the hall have seats for the older (P7, P6/7) in the hall.

2

Ethos - Inclusion If they don't single out people like in nurture group. 1

Helping Help me with coping strategies. 1

Homework More homework. 1

Swimming Let everyone in the swimming pool at the school. 1


